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Abstract 
Sanders, R.S., Graphs on which a dihedral group acts edge-transitively, Discrete Mathematics 118 
(1993) 225-232. 
In the present paper we find all the graphs on which a dihedral group acts edge-transitively. First we 
explicitly build the permissible permutation representations of the dihedral group. Then we use this 
knowledge to find all the graphs on which a dihedral group acts edge-transitively. These graphs fall 
into nine types, most of which are not vertex-transitive. The graphs which are both vertex-transitive 
and edge-transitive belong to a previously studied family of graphs - the well-known circulant 
graphs. The nonvertex-transitive graphs fall into two broad classes ~ disjoint copies of complete 
bipartite graphs and ‘pseudo-cycles’ which are related to the tensor product of a complete bipartite 
graph and an even cycle. 
1. Introduction 
In the interplay between algebra and graph theory, the idea of transitivity of 
a group acting on a graph has played an important role. There are a large number of 
objects in a graph upon which a group may act transitively. Most simply, the group 
may act transitively on the vertices or the edges of a graph. More complex forms of 
transitivity include t-arc transitivity and distance transitivity. 
The connections between what group is acting on a graph and what kind of 
transitivity the group establishes are important. Most of the research in this area uses 
one of the two approaches. The first approach investigates what properties a group 
must have in order to establish some particular form of transitivity on a given graph 
or family of graphs. For example, if a group G is known to establish t-arc transitivity 
for a given graph r, a great deal of information is known about the structure of G and 
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its subgroups [2]. The second approach is to determine all the graphs for which 
a particular group or family of groups establishes a given kind of transitivity. For 
example, Ivanov [3] has determined all of the graphs whose automorphism group 
contains a subgroup which is isomorphic to the symmetric group S, and acts 
distance-transitively on the graph. And Alspach and Parsons [l] determine the 
graphs on which a particular family of permutation groups establishes vertex- 
transitivity. It should be noted that Ivanov uses many deep results from abstract 
algebra to prove his results, while Alspach and Parsons make great use of the fact that 
they know exactly how the permutation representations of the groups look. 
In the present paper we restrict our attention to the dihedral group and edge- 
transitivity. These restrictions allow us to build explicitly the permissible permutation 
representations of the dihedral group. This knowledge is then used to find all the 
graphs on which a dihedral group acts edge-transitively. These graphs fall into nine 
types, most of which are not vertex-transitive. The number of graphs for which a given 
dihedral group establishes both vertex transitivity and edge transitivity turns out to be 
rather small - in fact, these graphs are a special subset of the well-known circulant 
graphs. The non-vertex-transitive graphs fall into two broad classes - disjoint copies 
of complete bipartite graphs and ‘pseudo-cycles’ which are related to the tensor 
product of a complete bipartite graph and an even cycle. 
2. Some notation and two lemmas 
Let D, represent the dihedral group of order 2n. Throughout this paper we assume 
r is a graph with no isolated vertices or multiple edges. The set of vertices and the set 
of edges of r are denoted by VT and ET, respectively. If there is an edge in 
r connecting the vertices u and v, this edge is denoted by {u, v}. The full automor- 
phism group of r will be denoted by Aut( r). A graph r is vertex-transitive if Aut( r) 
acts transitively on the vertices of the graph. A graph r is edge-transitive if Aut(T) acts 
transitively on the edges of r. In other words, the statement ‘r is edge-transitive’ 
means that if {a, b} and {c, d} are two edges in r, there exists a map f in the 
automorphism group such that either f(a)=c and f(b)=d or f(a)=d and f(d)=c. 
A graph r is symmetric if Aut(T) has the property that whenever {a, b} and {c, d} are 
two edges of r, there are two maps, f and g, in Aut (r) such that f(a) = c and f(b) = d 
and g(a)=d and g(b)= c. Symmetry implies both vertex transitivity and edge transi- 
tivity (provided r has no isolated vertices). 
We use the notation G = (a,/?) to mean G is the permutation group generated 
by the permutations a and /?. Permutations are composed from left to right. We 
use vu to denote the image of the vertex v under the map c( and 1~1 to denote the 
order of the permutation x. Finally, gcd(i, j) denotes the greatest common divisor of 
i and j. 
In the work that follows, we will use two basic lemmas. Together, these lemmas 
imply that there are very few permutation groups which are both isomorphic to D, 
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Lemma 2.1. Zf G <Aut(T) acts edge-transitively on a graph r, then there are no more 
than two orbits of vertices under the action of G. Furthermore, if G does not act 
transitively on the vertices of r, then every edge of r connects a vertex in one orbit with 
a vertex in the other orbit. 
Note that D, has a subgroup of index 2. As the next lemma shows, transitive 
permutation groups with this property have a well-defined orbit structure. This 
orbit structure will be useful in constructing the graphs on which D, can act edge- 
transitively. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a permutation group acting transitively on the set S. If H is 
a subgroup of index 2 in G, then there are either one or two orbits of S under the action of 
H. Moreover, if there are two H-orbits, then the orbits are of equal size. 
Proof. Since H is of index 2 in G, it follows that G contains a permutation y such that 
G= (y, H). Suppose H is not transitive on S. Then there exist two points, i andj, that 
lie in different H-orbits. Sincej is in the G-orbit of i, there must be a gi in G where 
g, $H and igl =j. Hence, g1 = yhl for some h, in H. Let k be any other point of S that is 
not in the H-orbit of i. Again, since k is in the G-orbit of i, there is a g2 in G where 
g2$H and ig2=k. As with gl, we find that g2 = yhz for some hz in H. Now note 
jg;‘gz=k and g;‘g2=(yhl)-‘(yh2)=h;‘h2. Hence, k is in the H-orbit of j. Thus, 
every point of S is either in the H-orbit of i or the H-orbit of j. Moreover, the 
permutation g1 must also take each point in the H-orbit of i to a point in the H-orbit 
of j, so the H-orbits are of the same size. 0 
3. Graphs on which a dihedral group acts edge-transitively 
Throughout this section we will assume r is a graph with no isolated vertices and 
Aut(T) contains a subgroup DE D, which acts edge-transitively on r. Since D z D,, it 
is easy to show that D is generated by two permutations c( and p with the properties 
ICX/ = n, I/? =2, and PEP= CC ‘. Throughout this section cx and p will denote the 
generators of orders n and 2, respectively. Since D acts edge-transitively on r, there are 
no more than two orbits of vertices. We will separately examine the case where D acts 
both edge-transitively and vertex-transitively on r and the case where D acts edge- 
transitively but not vertex-transitively on r. 
Case 1: D acts vertex-transitively on r. 
Since D acts transitively on VT, there are either one or two orbits of vertices under 
the action of the subgroup (a). If (a) acts transitively on VT, then cz is an n-cycle, 
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and D is the usual permutation representation of D,. Let VT = {a,, . . . , a,}, and let 
{ Ui, Uj} be some edge of r. Since D is the standard permutation representation of D,, 
there is a permutation y such that a: = aj and UJ = Ui. Thus, D establishes symmetry for 
r as well as edge transitivity. Hence 1 Erj < 24 which implies 1 ET / = n/2 or 1 ET I= II. If 
) Erl = n/2, then r is n/2 disjoint copies of Ki, 1. However, if / ET I = a, then each vertex 
of r has degree 2. This implies r is a collection of disjoint cycles. Since r is 
vertex-transitive, all the cycles must be of the same length. Hence, r is n/k disjoint 
copies of the cycle Ck where k is a divisor of n. 
If the subgroup (LY) does not act transitively on VT, then Lemma 2.2 implies there 
are two equal-size (cc)-orbits of vertices. Since (a) zZ,, these orbits both must have 
n vertices, and hence I Vrl = 2n. Since r has no isolated vertices and D acts edge- 
transitively on r, it follows that I ET I= n or I Erl = 2n. If (ET / = n, then r is n copies of 
K 1, 1. On the other hand, if I Erl=2n, then the degree of each vertex is 2, and r is 
a collection of disjoint cycles. Moreover, if {u, U} is an edge of r, there is a permu- 
tation “/ in D such that v= uY. Hence, the cycle containing u is u, u7, uy2, . . . , uyk= u 
where k= 1~1, and r is 2n/k disjoint copies of the cycle Ck where k is a divisor of n. 
Case 2: D does not act vertex-transitively on r. 
When D does not act vertex-transitively on r, the situation is much more complic- 
ated than case 1. In fact, the rest of the paper deals with case 2. Since D does not act 
vertex-transitively on r, Lemma 2.1 implies that there are two D-orbits of vertices. 
Because D acts transitively on each of these orbits, Lemma 2.2 implies that there are 
two, three, or four (@)-orbits of vertices. This in turn implies the disjoint cycle 
decomposition of Y. has two, three, or four cycles in it. 
Let (al, b, } be an edge of r. Since every permutation in D can be written as /3c(’ or 
x’, we can write ET= E,,,uE,,,,, where EC,,={ {u,,b,}“‘} and E,,,,= {{u,,b,}~“‘}. 
The edges in E,,, and EPcl) form edge subgraphs of r, and fi is a graph isomorphism 
between these two subgraphs. Since D does not act vertex-transitively on r, Lemma 
2.1 implies a, and b1 lie in different D-orbits. Thus, a, and bi are moved by different 
cycles in the disjoint cycle decomposition of a. Since the cycles of c( which move the 
vertices in a single D-orbit must have the same length, n is the least common multiple 
of the lengths of the cycles that move a, and h,. Thus, we may write the cycles of a that 
move a, and b, as (ul,uz, . . . ,ukll) and (b,, bZ, . . . , bklr), where n=kl,12 and 
gcd(11,12)=1. 
We can now find the edges in the set E,,,. Since {u,,b,}“‘={uI+,, b,,,} (where the 
subscripting of the uis is done modulo kl, and the subscripting of the hi’s is done 
modulo klz), it follows that 
{ai, bj}EE<,> o i-t+l(modkl,)andj-t+l(modklz) 
o i+mIlIk=j+mz12k for some integers m, and m2 
o i-j=(m,l,-m,I,)k 
o i-j(modk). 
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EC,, whenever i=j (mod k). For each i= 1,2,. , let 
Ai=(ai,ai+k,...,Ui+cl,_l)k) and Bi={bi,bi+k,...,bi+(/2_-l)k). Then the edges in 
E,,, form k disjoint copies of Ki,,12, each of which is a vertex-induced subgraph of 
r on a set of the form AiuBi. 
Since the edge-induced subgraph on EaC,) is isomorphic to the edge-induced 
subgrapnh on E,,,, the edges in E,,,, also form k disjoint copies of Kllri2. The graph 
r depends on how these two edge-induced subgraphs are put together. This in turn 
depends on the number of (a)-orbits of vertices. 
If there are four (a)-orbits of vertices, the disjoint cycle decomposition of c( con- 
tains four cycles. Hence, cl=(ai, . . . ,akl,)(cl, . . . ,ckl,)(bl, . . . ,bk12)(dl, . . . ,dk12), where 
cr{=~,andb~‘=d,.ThesetE B~a~={{~l,dl)OLt},andthesameargumentsusedtofind 
the edges in E,,, show that { ci, dj} is an edge of EPCa) if and only if i=j(mod k). 
Letting Ci={Ci,Ci+k,...,Ci+(ll-l)k} and Di={di,di+k,...,di+(/2-_l)k} for each 
i=l,2,..., k, we see that the edges in ED(#) form k copies of K1,,,2, each of which is 
a vertex-induced subgraph of r on a set of the form CiUDi. Hence, r is the disjoint 
union of 2k copies of the complete bipartite graph KI,, 
uz, . . . bk12)(c1, . , where 
n=kl,l,, gcd(11,12)=1. each define set 
Ci={Ci,Ci+k, . . . , Ci+(1* _ l)k}. Finally, let U’f = U,. 
We can now find the edges in EpCa). Since {a,,b,}P”‘=(u,+,,c,}, it follows that 
{ai,Cj}EEb<rr> o i-r+t(modkl,) and j=t(modkl,) 
o i-r+mm,l,k=j+mz12k for some integers m, and m2 
o i-r-j=(m212-mm,l,)k 
o i-r-j(modk). 
Thus, the connected components of the edge-induced subgraph E,,,, are copies of 
K 11,/Z induced by vertex sets of the form AiuCi_,. Hence, the connected components 
of r are the complete subgraphs induced by vertex sets of the form AiuBiuCi_,, and 
r is k copies of the complete bipartite graph KI,,2i2. 
If there are two (cx)-orbits of vertices, then the disjoint cycle decomposition of 
g contains two cycles. This implies a = (aI, u2, . . . , ak,,)(b,, bl, . . . , bk12), where n = kl, 1, 
and gcd(l,,lz)= 1. 
Let at = a,, bf = b, and m = s - r (mod k), where 0 <m < k. Recall that the connected 
components of the edge-induced subgraph E,,, are the k copies of K,,, ,2 induced on 
the vertex sets of the form Ai UBi. To find the edges in ED,,,, note that 
{~,,b,}P”‘={~,+~,b,+,}. Thus, 
{ai,bj)EE,<,> o i-r+t(modkl,) and j=s+t(modklz) 
0 i-r+mIIIk=j-s+mzlzk forsomeintegersmiandm, 
o j-i=s-r(modk). 
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Hence, the connected components of E,,,, are copies of K1,,12 induced by vertex 
subsets of the form AiuBi+,, and the graph r depends on m = s - Y (mod k). 
If m-O(modk), then Bi=Bi+, and Ai=Ai_m. Thus, E(.,=E,,., and r is the 
disjoint union of k copies of KI,, 12. 
If m + O(mod k), then the connected component of r containing the set Ai can be 
formed in the following way. Let t be the smallest positive integer such that tm=O 
(mod k). Let CZt be the 2t-cycle cidi+,ci+mdi+z, ... di+tmCi+rm=ci. The connected 
component of r that contains Ai is constructed by replacing each vertex Cj of Clt with 
the I, vertices in the set Aj and each vertex dj of Czt with the l2 vertices of the set Bj. 
Two vertices of this connected component of r are adjacent if and only if the 
corresponding vertices in Czt are adjacent. Such a construction closely resembles the 
definition of the tensor product of two graphs. The tensor product of r1 and Tz is 
denoted by r1 @ r2 and is defined as follows: V(T, @ r,)= l/r1 x l/r2 and (u,x) is 
adjacent to (u, y) in r1 0 r2 if and only if { , u u isanedgeofT,and{x,y}isanedgeof } 
Tz. Because of the similarity between the construction of the connected components 
of the graph r and definition of the tensor product, it is not surprising that r is related 
to C2t 0 KL,,h. 
Theorem 3.1. The graph Czt @ K,, , ,2 consists of two isomorphic connected components. 
Proof. It is known that the tensor product of two connected bipartite graphs have 
exactly two connected components (see [S]), and so the graph Czr 0 KI,,I, has two 
connected components. Let r1 and r2 be these connected components. If 
VCzt = AuB and VK[,, L2 = CUD are bi-partitions of the vertices of Czt and KI,, Iz, then 
VT,=(AxC)u(BxD)and Vrl=(AxD)u(BxC). 
Let M be an automorphism of Czt with the property that A”=B and note that 
B”= A. Now define a map CI’ from VT1 to Vr2 as follows: Let (a, c)~’ =(a”, c) and 
(b, d)“’ = (b”, d) for all a, bE VC2, and all c, de VKl,, lr. Since CI’ takes each vertex in 
A x C to a distinct vertex in B x C and each vertex in B x D to a distinct vertex in 
A x D, cz’ is a one-to-one correspondence from VT1 to Vr2. Also CI’ preserves 
adjacencies since 
{(a,c),(b,d))EEri 0 {a,b)EEC2, 
o {aa,b”}EEC,, 
0 ((a’, c), (b”, d)}EEr, 
o ((a,c)“‘,(b,d)“‘}EErz. 
Thus, r*’ is a graph isomorphism from ri to Tz. 0 
Throughout the rest of the paper, we will use C(2t, II, L2) to denote one connected 
component of the graph Czt @ Kl,, 12. We will call the graph C(2t, I,, 12) a pseudo-cycle 
of length 2t. 
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The discussion preceding the last theorem implies that the connected component of 
r containing the set Ai is a pseudo-cycle of length 2t, where t is the smallest positive 
integer such that i + tm = i (mod k). We have 
Ai is in a COPY Of C(2t, li, l2) 
o t is the smallest positive integer such that tm = 0 (mod k) 
o m is a unit in the ring Zk and t = k, or t and m are zero divisors in the 
ring Zk. 
If m is a unit in the ring Zk, then t is equal to k and r is the graph C(2k, I,, 12). If m and 
t are zero divisors in Zk, we use the following standard result from number theory. For 
a proof, see [4, Theorem 2.13, p. 321. 
Lemma 3.2. Let m be a zero divisor in Zk with 1 cm< k. Then the smallest positive 
integer t such that mt = 0 (mod k) is t = k/gcd(m, k). 
This lemma implies that if m is a zero divisor in Z,, then Ai is in a pseudo- 
cycle of length 2k/p, where p=gcd(m, k). Since there are k/p Ai’s in each of the 
disjoint pseudo-cycles, r must be the disjoint union of p copies of the graph 
C(2klp, 1, > M. 
In conclusion, what we have shown in this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Let r be a graph with no isolated vertices. If Aut(T) contains a subgroup 
D % D, that acts edge-transitively on r, then r is one of the following graphs. 
(A) r is the disjoint union of n/k disjoint cycles of length k, where k divides n. 
(B) r is the disjoint union of n/2 copies of K 1, i . 
(C) r is the disjoint union of 2n/k disjoint cycles of length k, where k divides n. 
(D) r is the disjoint union of n copies of K 1, 1. 
(E) r is the disjoint union of 2k copies of Kt,,t,, where gcd(11,12)=1 and n=klllz. 
(F) r is the disjoint union of k copies of K,,,2,2, where gcd(ll,12)= 1 and n=kl,lz. 
(G) I- is the disjoint union of k copies of Kl,,t2, where gcd(lI,lz)= 1 and n=kl,l,. 
(H) r is the graph C(2k,11,12), where gcd(lI,12)= 1 and n=kl,l,. 
(I) r is the disjoint union of p = gcd(m, k) copies of the graph C(2klp, II, 12), where 
gcd(l,,12)= 1, n=kl,12, and m is z zero divisor in Zk. 
There are a fair number of graphs that fall into more than one of the nine categories 
listed in the theorem. For graphs that do fall into more than one category, it should be 
noted that for each category the graph lies in, there is a ‘different’ dihedral group 
that establishes the edge-transitivity. By ‘different’ dihedral groups, we mean that 
the way the groups act on the vertices is distinctly different (the size and number of 
the orbit are different, for example) even if the order of the two dihedral groups is 
the same. 
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